We receive many phone calls from colleagues and ex-students who are working with optimization. Sadly, too many of these callers do not extol the wonders of optimization; rather, they lament practitioner problems in getting things to work right. Unfortunately, this may have given us a distorted view of the issues we address here.
In this paper, we present our tradecraft in the topical categories that we have used to collect our lessons learned. Even if you are not a practicing optimizer, we suspect you will find insights here.
Design Before You Build
We have had an astonishing number of opportunities to address problems with optimization models that have been implemented, but are behaving badly (e.g., they are very hard to solve, too large to solve, or produce strange results) and are not documented. They have been built without a design! Documentation must-not should, must-include these three critical components:
• A nonmathematical executive summary, • A mathematical formulation, and • A verbal description of the formulation (Figure 1) .
A nonmathematical executive summary must answer the following five questions, preferably in this order (Brown 2004a):
• What is the problem?
• Why is this problem important?
• How would the problem be solved if you were not involved?
• What are you doing to solve this problem? • How will we know when you have succeeded?
Express your executive summary in your executive sponsor's language, rather than in technical jargon. If you have trouble writing such a summary in less than five pages, you are not ready to proceed. The following tricks will make writing your summary easier and more effective:
• Have a nonanalyst read your executive summary to you, out loud, • Ask this reader to explain your executive summary to you, • Listen well, and • Revise and repeat.
A mathematical formulation should include the following in this order (Brown and Dell 2007):
• Index use (define problem dimensions), • Given data (and units), • Decision variables (and units),
